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Codenames: Duet
Releasing August 25th

You and your partner are on a secret mission to a crowded city.
Your objective: to contact 15 agents while avoiding a band of
enemy assassins. You know the agents that your partner can
contact safely. Your partner knows the agents you can contact
safely. By giving each other one-word clues that can point
to multiple words on the board, you try to find all the agents
before your turns run out.
Codenames: Duet includes 400 new words so you do not need
any other Codenames game to play. On the other hand, if you
own the original Codenames, you can use the word cards from
the two games interchangeably.

CGE00040
Ages 11+
Players 2 - 4
15 - 30 minutes
RRP £16.99
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NEW RELEASES - WEEK COMMENCING 21st AUGUST 2017
Yu-Gi-Oh! 2017 Mega Tins

Magic the Gathering: Commander 2017

The 2017 Mega-Tins serve up our annual holiday season treat
of some of the year’s most popular cards! Each Tin includes
3 x 16-card Mega-Packs containing the top cards from 2016
and 2017’s booster sets Shining Victories, The Dark Illusion,
Invasion: Vengeance, and Raging Tempest. As always, each
Mega-Pack will contain 1 card of each foil rarity (so 1 Secret
Rare, 1 Ultra Rare, and 1 Super Rare in each pack) and all
cards included will be in their original booster set rarity. Each
2017 Mega-Tin will also include additional variant cards (nonrandomized), all encased in an awesome metal storage case
with brand-new art.

Commander returns with four new tribal-themed, 100-card
decks, featuring 56 all-new Magic cards legal in Eternal formats
(Vintage and Legacy). Cards from Commander (2017 Edition)
will be featured and distributed in connection with a future
offering on Magic Online.

Releasing August 24th

KON546062 • 12 units at £17.49

Releasing August 25th

These Commander decks introduce an ability called eminence
that lets your commander lead from the command zone, even
before they have entered the battlefield. The eminence ability
appears on characters from all parts of Magic lore, allowing you
to call on the power and skill of some of the best leaders in the
Multiverse.
WTCC30400000 • 4 units at £29.99

Restock: Takenoko

Restock: Get Bit!

Can you grow bamboo across your plantation as a mischievous
panda eats wherever he can? In every game of Takenoko,
the players take the role of gardeners of the Nippon emperor
caring for his Giant Panda and growing a bamboo plantation.
Your mission: to farm and irrigate parcels of land growing
green, yellow, and pink bamboo. Each turn, you’ll see what the
weather brings your way and perform two actions: getting a
new plot of land, digging irrigation channels, growing bamboo,
feeding the panda, or drawing an objective card. At the end of
the game, whichever player has earned the most points from
his objectives wins!

Get Bit! is a card game where players are competing to stay
alive as the others are being eaten by the shark. The order of the
swimmers is determined by simultaneously playing cards facedown then revealing the values. The number on each player’s
card determines position in line (higher numbers in front, lower
numbers in back), however ties don’t move. The swimmer at
the back loses a limb to the shark and is flung to the front of the
line! The process is repeated until only two swimmers remain
on the table. When this happens, the swimmer at the front of
the line wins the game!

ASMTAK01EN-2
Ages 8+
Players 2 - 4
45+ minutes
RRP £29.99

Esdevium Games : Unit 6, Waterbrook Road, Alton, Hampshire GU34 2UD

MDG4295
Ages 8+
Players 2 - 6
10 - 20 minutes
RRP £18.99
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